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Total transport solutions

DAF MULTISUPPORT

Maximise Uptime. Increase fleet efficiency. 

When it comes to flexibility, cost transparency 

and uptime, a DAF MultiSupport repair and 

maintenance package is your best choice. 

Tailored packages including pro-active 

maintenance planning using real time vehicle 

data, to help you keep your trucks in excellent 

condition and on the road. 

PACCAR FINANCIAL

As DAF’s in-house finance provider, PACCAR 

Financial provides tailored and complete 

financial services to the transport sector. A 

unique understanding of your day-to-day 

business makes PACCAR Financial your 

partner of choice.

DAFaid
Accidents and breakdowns are an inevitable 
part of the transport business, even for the 
best trucks. So it’s good to know that 
DAFaid is just a telephone call away. 24 
hours a day, 365 days a year, our team of 
highly skilled technicians will do everything 
possible to get your truck back on the road 
fast. When abroad, DAF ITS (International 
Truck Services) picks up the baton.

PACCAR PARTS

PACCAR Parts supplies PACCAR genuine 

parts and DAF genuine parts along with over 

80,000 universal TRP parts for all makes of 

truck and trailer, including workshop supplies. 

From its own distribution centres, PACCAR 

Parts delivers within 24 hours throughout 

Europe and the rest of the world. 

DAF DEALER NETWORK

With our extensive network of professional 

sales and service dealers, there’s always a 

DAF representative nearby. Highly qualified 

DAF mechanics have in-depth knowledge of 

your vehicle, ensuring fast, effective repair and 

maintenance, using original PACCAR, DAF and 

TRP parts. This guarantees maximum vehicle 

availability and high residual value. 

DAF CONNECT

In our drive for transport efficiency, the 

upgraded DAF Connect Fleet Management 

Platform gives you realtime performance 

insights of your trucks and drivers. The 

user-friendly portal can be customised to 

present all important information you need. 

DAF Connect: More Uptime, More Insights and 

More Efficiency.

DAF Services

Route Simulation and  
charging infrastructure
With our advanced route simulator we can accurately 

estimate your range needs based on your vehicle and 

battery configuration and the intended usage. We 

at DAF will analyse your intended driving route and 

pattern. You will receive expert recommendations on 

the number of batteries required and the charging 

strategy that should be applied. With a flexible range

of charging options the charging solution will be 

tailored to your business operation and priorities.  

DAF offers onboard AC chargers and external 

DC chargers with the best matching charging 

infrastructure and services.

Your electrification journey
We are here to guide you through your electrification 

journey. It all starts with the customer need. We 

analyse your case and identify what adds value to 

your business. Together we define the most relevant 

solution that drives your success. We deliver premium 

products and services and stay close to you with our 

extensive dealer network and reliable partners. We will 

secure your first steps and ensure that you gain the 

maximum potential and lifetime value from your  

DAF Electric trucks.

DAF Trucks enables the transition to electric driving by combining its expert knowledge, 
experience across a wide range of applications and deep understanding of customers’ 
businesses. This results in tailor-made transport solutions that meet customer needs and 
exceed their expectations. Our solutions include vehicles, services, charging infrastructure, 
bodybuilder support, extensive dealer network coverage and aftermarket support. The high 
voltage battery packs can be covered by the DAF MultiSupport repair and maintenance 
package, guaranteeing 70% State of Health for 8 years or 4 MWh/kWh, whichever comes first.

No rights can be derived from this publication. DAF Trucks Limited reserves the right to change product
specifications without prior notice. Products and services comply with the European Directives and United
Kingdom regulations effective at the time of sale but may vary depending on the country in which you are
located. For the most recent information, contact your authorised DAF dealer.

DAF Trucks Limited
Haddenham Business Park
Pegasus Way
Haddenham
HP17 8LJ
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)1844 261111
DAF.CO.UK

NEW GENERATION DAF ELECTRIC
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Sustainable road transport

DAF XB ELECTRIC

Clean, silent, compact and highly 

manoeuvrable, the XB Electric is a truck 

built specially for the city. The onboard 

AC charger, which enables charging 

everywhere, and the DC charger for 

fast charging, provide real operational 

flexibility. Range up to 350 km.

DAF XD ELECTRIC

Advanced safety features. State-of-the-art 

powertrain. Superb driver comfort. Low 

mounted cab. Characteristics that make 

the XD Electric ideal for regional and city 

distribution. An all-round transportation 

solution for zero emission applications. 

Range up to 500 km.

DAF XF ELECTRIC

The highly efficient electric motor and Lithium 

Ferro Phosphate (LFP) high density battery packs 

guarantee outstanding performance and the 

highest durability in all of DAF’s electric vehicles. 

With the unparalleled interior and exterior design, 

the XF Electric is a premium choice for regional or 

national haulage. Range up to 500 km.

DAF continues to shape the future of road transport with the introduction of the  
New Generation DAF electric trucks. These impressive models leverage the capabilities of 
the existing, multi-award-winning New Generation DAF trucks. And they take full advantage 
of Europe’s new regulations governing truck design, with enhanced aerodynamics, excellent 
energy efficiency and more interior space. Adding to its already strong reputation for 
efficiency, safety and driver comfort, DAF has now established a new benchmark for cleaner, 
quieter and even more sustainable road transport. 

This complete range of heavy- and medium-duty electric vehicles includes the  
New Generation DAF XB, XD and XF Electric models. They bring extremely competitive total 
cost of ownership to customers operating in city and regional distribution, construction, 
shuttle services and refuse collection. DAF is committed to helping its customers maximise 
the value of products and services during their complete product lifetime. In this way, 
business operations become more sustainable, driving success. 


